
MARCH MADNESS
with the Green Dot Challenge

OR the galaxy star Challenge



Round 1 

Final Four

Championship

Class: 

MARCH MADNESS
with the Green Dot Challenge



Optional:
Offer small prizes for the winners of each round and a grand prize for the championship winners.
To keep all students engaged throughout the tournament, After each round, the losing team can
join forces with the winning team and try to help them out in the next round.  

Selection Monday

Divide Your class into
8 teams. You can hold
a lottery in class to set
up the teams or allow
the students to form

their own teams.

March Madness officially
begins! For the next two weeks,

Each Student must complete
work in their Study plan to earn

as many Green Dots as
possible. Total the results and

announce which teams will
advance to the final four! 

**For Struggling students, base
the challenge on the number of

questions answered instead.

Hold a Final Four
Marathon day and
announce which

teams are going to the
Championship.

Hold the Final
championship round

and announce the
winning team.

Round 1 Final Four Championship

INSTRUCTIONS &
RECOMMENDED SCHEDULE



Round 1 

Final Four

Championship

Class: 

MARCH MADNESS
with the galaxy star Challenge



Optional:
Offer small prizes for the winners of each round and a grand prize for the championship winners.
To keep all students engaged throughout the tournament, After each round, the losing team can
join forces with the winning team and try to help them out in the next round.  

Selection Monday

Divide Your class into
8 teams. You can hold
a lottery in class to set
up the teams or allow
the students to form

their own teams.

March Madness officially
begins! For the next two weeks,

Each Student must complete
work in their Study plan to earn

as many Green Dots as
possible. Total the results and

announce which teams will
advance to the final four! 

**For Struggling students, base
the challenge on the number of

questions answered instead.

Hold a Final Four
Marathon day and
announce which

teams are going to the
Championship.

Hold the Final
championship round

and announce the
winning team.

Round 1 Final Four Championship

INSTRUCTIONS &
RECOMMENDED SCHEDULE


